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Abstract-The current paradigm of Content Distribution Networks (CDN) deployment requires heavy infrastructure investment since a large number of servers have to be deployed over a
wide ama. To overcome this di5cnlty, we propose n new paradigm
where future CDNs am to be deployed over a leased Server infrastrneture. This paradigm shif€ changes the object placement
problem in cnnont CDNs to a combined object placement and
resource provisioning problem. In this paper, we present a formulation of this problem, which is a combinatorial optimization,
and prove its NP-hardness. We also present a heuristic solution
to this problem based on Lagrangian relaxation and snbgradient
optimization, which also provides ermr bounds so that the accuracy of the obtaiied solution can be evaluated. The algorithm has
been implemented and tested on a number of randomly generated
network topologies, and m l t s have shown promising solution accuracy.

Index Terms-Conteutdistribution networks, shared infrastructum, provisioning,replica placement, Lagrangian relaxation

I. INTRODUCTION
Content Distribution Networks (CDN) are networks of
surrogate servers spanning the Internet, aiming to overcome
network bottlenecks and improve user experience by bringing
contents to network edge. In recent years, with the appearance
of commercial CDNs, operated by companies like Akamai
[l], Digital Island [Z] and Speedera [3], this area has been
receiving a great deal of attention from research community.
While recognizing that Content Distribution Service is a useful
service, we believe that there are still problems with the way
CDNs are currently deployed. Deploying a CDN now involves
building an Internet-wide network of servers to host replicated
contents. As an example, Akamai currently has more than
12000 servers located in 66 countries [l]. Such scale of
infrastructure is obviously challenging in financial, technical
and administrativeterms, both for deployment and operation of
the service.
This requirement might he just too demanding an obstacle
for new providers, as well as affecting commercial viability
of existing ones. For this reason, especially considering the
current climate of the technology market, we believe that a
second Akamai phenomenon is hard to expect in a foreseeable
future.

(41. 2) The second alternative is to deploy CDNs using hired
resources, including bandwidth, server storage space and processing power. Recent advances and research in shared network
and server infrastructure such as [5], 161, 171, and references
therein, has laid the vision and ground work for provisioning
services using hired resources from carrierdnetwork owners in
the near future. In this paper we propose and investigate the
second approach.
The “resource-hiring” approach proposes a decoupling
of responsibilities between network providers and service
providers, in which network providers manage the physical
infrastructure and service providers lease network and server
resources, in the form of overlay networks, to provision their
services. We believe this environment holds the answer to the
problems with today’s CDNs. It presents a less demanding
initial investment and resource commitment, which facilitates
deploying new CDNs, or extending current networks for new
market reach. The underlying infrastructure may also he used
for other applications, thus facilitating the deployment of
new, innovative service concepts. Decoupling of operational
responsibilities will also be a definite advantage, in which the
underlying physical infrastructure is taken care of by network
providers. Additionally, the shared infrastructure paradigm
introduces a new dimension that will eventually transform the
CDN service - the ability to adjust network resources according
to needs. Our vision is a CDN that allows fine tuning resource
allocations, such as opening up or closing down surrogates,
when necessary.

We believe that such changes in deploying and running
CDNs introduces new requirements in replicating contents and
I
allocating resources that has yet been addressed in literature.
Firstly, the question of where to place contents and how
requests are directed - ie. the replica placement (W) problem
- and where and how much resources should he allocated - i.e.
the provisioning problem - now become closely coupled and
must he addressed simultaneously. Secondly, server resource
usage, i.e. storage space and processing power, incurs charges
on the CDN provider, thus a RP algorithm that fills up all
potential resources in search of the hest performance possible
( [SI, 191) is no longer appropriate. Rather, we would expect
We believe that in the future, the deployment of content providers to strive to achieve an acceptable performance at the
networks will follow one of two possible paths: 1) One is the least cost possible. Thirdly, the introduction of the “resource
formation of large, Internet-wide CDNs by inter-networking costs” concept is an important deviation that makes the
among regional CDN operators/carriers. This content-peering problem significantly more complex. For example, depending
approach is being investigated by Internet Engineering Task on availability and demands, costs may be different between
Force content distribution internetworking working group different locations or different types of resources (e.g. serving
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power and storage). This information affects how the available
resources will be used, and needs to be taken into account. The
constraints on,the amount of resources potentially available
must also be considered, since these resources are shared by
many different services.
In the paper, we have formulated a provisioning model
for the CDNs over shared infrastructure, which addresses
the resource allocation and object placement in parallel. The
problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization, and
we have designed a solution method based on Lagrangian
relaxation to solve this optimization problem.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section I1 provides a brief summary of other related works, Section I11 introduces our problem parameters and formulation. Section IV
outlines a heuristic based on Lagrangian relaxation and subgradient method that we propose for this problem. Section V
describe our implementation of the proposed heuristic and initial results. Section VI sums up the main contribution of this
work, and outlines the future directions that we will take. An
appendix is also included that describes in detail the subgradient procedure used.

11. RELATEDWORKS
There have been a significant amount of research in the field
of replica placement algorithms for CDNs over the past few
years. Some of the earliest works in the area were published
in [9], [SI and [lo]. In both [9] and [lo], the authors aimed
to find the optimal K O N servers from a list of potential
locations, so that the average latency in terms of autonomous
system hops from servers to customers is minimized. The
problems were formulated as classic uncapacitated K-median
problems.

,

In [SI, the author aimed to find the optimal solution as to
where each content object should be replicated in an available
network of servers. Although it had the same objective of
minimizing the average customer-content distances, a more
complex RP model was used, which takes into account individual content objects, their replicated locations, as well as space
constraints at each potential site. The problem was shown to he
”-hard and was solved using heuristics.
Work in [Ill examined content placement under bandwidth
constraints. Assuming the knowledge of uploading bandwidth
at each surrogate server, the paper aimed to find an object
replication scheme so that the total access cost is minimized,
given that the replicating process has to he finished within a
certain time limit. Although this was an interesting scenario,
the mathematical aspect was in nature the same as the spaceconstrained version in [SI.
There are also works in other related areas that are not directly applicable hut may be useful in terms of formulation and
algorithms, such as proxy locations [12], cable network content
replication [13], or placement of network instrumentations
[14]. More recently, work in [ U ] provided a comprehensive

review of these and other related publications.
Interestingly, it can be seen that existing RP models share
significant characteristics. Assuming unlimited server capacities seem to be a popular approach, such as those in 191, 1101
or 1141. Work in [SI, though did take into account the server
space limits, but we believe even this does not capture the critical parameter of the problem - serving power and bandwidth
limit, since this is the bottleneck that results in degraded userperceived performance. Besides, the optimization objectives
have been following a “fill-it-up” trend - looking for best performance possible using all available resources. As pointed out
in Section 1, such approach would not be suitable in a shared infrastructure environment. Unlike these existing works, we aim
to create a model that captures all the key environment constraints. The challenge is to build suitable model that reflects
important parameters, yet at the same time is manageable and
solvable.
111. PROBLEM
FORMULATION

A. Network and cost models

In our model we consider a graph G = (V, E),where V is
the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. We define two subsets of nodes - customer nodes V, and potential server nodes V,,
whereV = V,UV,, A4 = IV,l a n d N = IV.1. Acustomernode
is where requests for contents are generated, which in real life
may be an ISP access point. A potential server node represents
a location that resources can be hired and a surrogate server can
be established, e.g. a server farm. To model server capacities,
each potential server i E V, has a limit C,on the amount of
requests it can handle per unit time.
Each edge e E E has a weight that represent distances in terms
of network hops between two nodes. The distances di3 between
any node i E V. and j E V, is assumed to be known and is calculated using shortest path algorithms on graph G.
A content population of K objects is used, with object k having
s u e sy. The amount of requests generated by customer node j !
for object IC per unit time is represented by A3k.
A decision by the CDN owner to use potential node i for content replication and delivery is assumed to incur the following
costs:
Site start up cost yi - a once-off charge that models the
costs involved when an new server is established (e.g. resource allocation, Shipping software, configuration ...)
- Storage cost - assumed to be proportional to the amount of
contents stored at the site, with unit cost being ai.
Serving cost - intended to he a combined cost for two factors: processing power at node and delivery bandwidth,
which are both linearly dependent on the amount of requests served. The cost per unit request is denoted pi.
An “acceptable QoS threshold” is represented by a requirement
of average customer-content distance for each object under T
hops. The optimization objective is to find a configuration (i.e.
which locations are used, which objects arc replicated, and how
much serving power should be used at each location) that satisfies the QoS constraint, and at the same time minimizes the
total cost incurred on the CDN provider.
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B. Provisioning and Object Replication Model

To formulate this optimization problem we used the following binary and continuous decision variables:
Yi

=

2ik

=

7
;

E

1

1 if site i is used
0 otherwise

(1)

1 if object k is replicated at site i
0 otherwise

(2)

[o,X j k ]

(3)

The continuous variable T $ is used to indicate the fraction of
requests for object k from customer j that should he directed to
site i.
Based on these variables, the optimization can be formulated as
the following mixed integer linear programming model:

will be described in Section IV. Similar techniques have often
been used in literature [16].

Also note that in our model there is an underlying assumption that a load sharing system is used in the CDN, which allow
requests from customers to be split and directed to a suitable
server. The request splitting ratios are indicated by variable rfi.
This is necessary and useful considering that each customer
node represents a customer base, such as an ISP access point,
not a single end user.
We will show below that this mixed integer linear programming formulation is NP-hard, and thus we need heuristics to be
able to solve problems for realistic networks. In the Section N
we will describe a proposed heuristic based on the Lagrangian
relaxation technique.

C. Proving NP-hardness
storage

C0.t

-

S e r v i n g cost

We will prove the NP-hardness of this model by reducing it
to a well-known NP-hard oroblem - the facilitv location oroblem [17],1161.
Consider our model with K = 1, ^(i = 0, Vi, T = w and denote ?, -%
xj , v i j E [0,1]. Note that subscript for k has been

(4)

i=l

S t D P t U P cost

dropped since there is only one object. In this particular case,
the start up cost and performance constraint (5c) are eliminated,
and the problem can be rewritten as:

Subject to:

Subject to:

N

C y i C i ? Dt

(5d)

i=l

x u i i = 1,vj

$, 5 X j k Z i r c , V i , j , k
zik
zik,yi

c,”=,

I yi,W,k
E

Tfj

E

[O,Xjk]

(59

i=l

(50

0

(5g)

zik

where Dt =
E:=’=,X j k is the total demand from all
customers.
In this formulation, constraint (Sa) enforces the serving power
limit at each potential site, (5b) means that all requests must he
served, while constraint (5c) maintains the QoS threshold for
each object. Constraint (5e) means that a site can only serve
request for an object if that object is replicated there, and (59
means a site must be in use for objects to be replicated there.
According to constraint (5d), the total capacity of opened sites
must not he smaller than the total demand. Note that this is
actually a redundant constraint, which can be deduced from
(Sa), (Se) and (Sf). Although redundant in the original model,
it has been added to strengthen the Lagrangian relaxation that

< < < l,Vi,j
vij

E

zi

{o, 1)

which is a capacitated facility location problem. Thus our
model is NI-hard 0

IV. SOLUTION
PROCEDURE

A. Lagrangian Relaxation of the Model

Using a Lagrangian heuristic approach, we relax constraint
(se) and add the following term to the objective function:
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where p& is the Lagrangian multiplier. The relaxed objective
function now becomes:

one subproblem for each location i:

Cih

Subject to: (8b) and (Sc).

N

+

M

[ CC

K

C T k ( B i +d

i=l j=1 k = l

1

For each of these N problems, we consider the following
cases:
1) If vi = 0 (server i closed) then:
~ i =
k 0,Vk E 1 , 2 , . . .,K, due to constraint (Sh).
2) If yi = 1(server i opened) then:
f o r e a c h k E 1 , 2 , ...,K
- If q k 2 0 then Zik = 0
- If q~ < 0 then ~ i =k 1
where ~k is defined in (11).
pli =
ZikCik
Vi72
Thus server i incurs a cost of Pli if opened, and 0 otherwise.

.

j )

and the relaxed problem can be decomposed into two subproblems:

+

Note that if Pli 5 0, server i is opened in the optimal
solution to problemP1, i.e. yi = 1,Qi E V; = {ilPli 5 0).
If
Ci 2 Dt, then constraint (Xa) is satisfied, and V,is optimal set of servers to be opened. Otherwise (Sb) can he
enforced by solving the following problem, which determines
which additional servers should also be opened.

Subject to:

CiGVs-

P1 = Min

yiPli

(12)

icv.\v.Subject to:

and

i=l j=1 k=l

iw.\v;

Subject to:

iEV;
Yi E

{O, 11

(13b)

which is a binary knapsack problem of at most size N. There
exist exact algorithms to solve this problem, for example
dynamic programming algorithms [lX], [19]. Note that
although the addition of constraint (Sa) has made solving
this subproblem more complicated, our experiments showed
a significant improvement in solution bounds with its inclusion.

N

With this relaxation, we have been able to separate binary variables into problem P1, and the continuous variable into P2. For
each value of the Lagrangian multiplier vector
the optimal
solution to the relaxed problem can he obtained by solving P1
and P2 separately.

Problem P2, on the other hand, is a constrained multicommodity minimum cost flow problem. Since this is a pure
linear programming problem, there exists standard algorithms
that can be used. In our current implementation, the Cplex optimization package [ZO] is used to solve this subproblem. Note
that updating the Lagrangian multiplier only modifies the objective function of this problem, thus the solution obtained in
each iteration is still feasible for the problem in the next iteration. This feature has been exploited to speed up computation
using Cplex advanced-basis capability.

B. Solving the subproblem

C. Heuristic procedure

To tind the optimal solution to problem P1, we first leave
aside constraint (Sa) and further decompose the problem into

We used a suhgradient method to adjust Lagrangian multiand generate solution bounds. Thus instead of solving
plier

&,
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TABLE I
NUMERICAL
RESULTS.

__ Problen

ize
K
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
~

__

UB
194226
497386
363520
423032
11812
35006
47525
470689
442080
643321
197202
242183
826805
878436
__
~

Heuristic
~

LB
__

154058
359836
330475
391696
11250
30440
40620
342465
429789
585119
179353
235735
787430
750800
-

m
\

,

26
38
10
8.0
5.0
15
17
37
2.9
9.9

9.8
2.7
5.0
17.0

.,

I

I

-

V. COMPUTATIONAL
RESULTS
The algorithm has been implemented and tested on a number
of different network topologies generated by the GT-ITM
topology generator [21]. In each topology, a number of nodes
are randomly selected to be potential server nodes, and the
others are assumed to be customer nodes. Other parameters,
including server capacities, request rates and resource costs are
randomly generated. For each topology, we experimented with
different cost combinations in which resource costs are varied
across a wide range.
Table I shows the the results obtained from experiments with
a these generated topologies. Some problems of small sizes
were used so that we could obtain an exact (optimal) solution
with the mixed integer programming solver provided by Cplex
optimization package, which enabled a comparison between
heuristic and optimal solutions.

cpl

m
21
11
81
10
60
21
15
2
75
82
34
2.1
15
11
__

the original mixed integer problem, we solve the relaxed, and
easier, problem for a series of different multiplier values iteratively. In each iteration, solution to the relaxed problem gives a
lower bound of the original problem. We then attempt to reconstruct a feasible solution using the following procedure:
- Set Zin = 0 and ga = 0, V i , k
- Consider the solution {r&}to subproblem P2
- Foreachr:,
set mi, and g; to 1 if rk.
>0
'3
The set frb. %;b.
u
i
)
created
bv this orocedure is a feasible
... .,
solution to the original model, and thus gives an upper bound to
the that problem. The widely-used subgradient method adjusts
the Lagrangian multiplier in a way to improve the gap between
these bounds, and the best feasible solution found is retained
as problem solution. This procedure, with some minor modifications based on our experiments, is described in detail in the
Appendix.
~

;ult

Ootimal
189573
476175
349638
414730
11694
34726
47193

~

result
GAP* (%)
2.5
4.5
5.0
2.0
1.0
0.8
0.7

11

80

In this table, each row show the results from a different
sample problem. The first three columns are problem size
parameters, namely N, M and K, the heuristic results are
given in terms of upper bound UB, lower bound LB, the G A P
between them, which is calculated by GAP =
and the
fractional cost contributed by each type of resources - denoted
+, e,, CO for start up, storage and serving costs, respectively.
Exact solutions, if obtainable, are displayed in the Optimal
column. Column GAP' shows the gap between this optimal
result and the heuristic result.
In our experiments a maximum of 4000 iterations were used,
though the program may terminate earlier if a G A P of under
2% was obtained.
Generally, these initial results indicate a gap of under 37% for
all of our experiments. It has also been observed that if serving
and start up costs are large compared to storage cost, the result
is quite accurate (with a gap of under 10%).This gap tend to be
larger (over 10%)if storage cost is set to dominate the final total cost. However, at small problem sizes, where we were were
able to compare this with optimal solution, it appears that even
in those cases, the heuristic result is actually very close (under
5%) to the optimal solution, as shown in the GAP' column.
This suggests that although the heuristic does not always provide a good warrantee on solution quality at large storage costs,
it does give a good indication of where requests should be directed, which, in tum, translates into a good feasible solution
with our solution recovery procedure.
AND FUTURE WORK
VI. CONCLUSION

We believe that service provisioning over shared infrastructure represents a promising future direction for the Content Distribution Network service; however, such paradigm shift implies new requirements for provisioning and replica placement
algorithms that have yet to be fully addressed in current literature. In this paper we have formulated an optimization model to
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address the CDN provisioning and replica placement problem
of halving 4, we used a graceful reduction of 6 = 0.84
that arises in this new environment. A heuristic procedure based
after every 50 iterations that does not improve the lower
on Lagrangianrelaxation and subgradient method has also been
bound, thus allow the heuristic to perform more searches
proposed to approximate its solution. This method has been imat large step size. This was found to improve convergence
plemented and tested, and and initial results have been promisspeed in the early iterations.
ing in terms of solution accuracy.
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